
History Main Lesson - From Reformation to Renaissance

1.  - REVIEW
The Printing Press – questions to consider

a) What was important about the printing press? 
b) What was the main revolutionary aspect for which

the printing press owners feared for their lives ??

c) Do you think the chance to read the bible in English
for the first time would have a revolutionary effect at

this time when the bible was the only book most
people knew? Please try and imagine how a printing

press would have changed society – when previously it
took a person a whole year to make a copy of the

bible. 

Tuesday  Lesson – SHORT PROJECT

The Printing Press changed everything – along with the ability to interpret and transpate the 
bible came a new religious freedom – a movement in fact seized hold of Europe, called 'THE 
REFORMATION.' 
This was an important aspect of the life of KING HENRY VIII – at the time the mighty authority 
of the Church was being challenged – we will find out about Martin Luther later this week – he 
was someone who can be said to have sparked off this religious Reformation.. which in turn set
up an almight conflict... To make matters more interesting,  along with the printing press, this 
period around 1450, 42 years before Columbus 'sailed the ocean blue' another game changing 

invention was widely available – gunpowder!!! 
It is thought that gunpowder was first discovered by the Chinese civilisation and was used for 
fireworks – as soon as it came to Europe we used it for killing: our great  our skill in casting 
large blocks of iron advanced the technology rapidly, and the face of warfare changed – no 
longer was the knight in armour and on horseback the high technology of battle – it was the 
cannon and the musket. 

Using Gunpowder as an inspiration point, make 

a drawing or a short story 
of a scene from the Americas of the nineteenth century (see below) or 
England from the time of the Tudors. 
It was during the Tudor times that gunpowder came into it's own and the old knightly idea of the 
chivalric knight in arnour became superceded by the cannon and later the mortar and musket. 
You may choose as your theme – Pirates, Bucaneers, Explorers, Settlers in the mid-West, or 
early renaissance soldiers like the young Henry 8th who came to the throne of England in 1509.
Henry won a victory over the French army quite early on and he was a popular figure  - but his
reign sees so many changes and leaves England a dangerous and unsettled place. We will study 
him in more detail tomorrow. Today I would like you to research and write a story or make a 

drawing with  -GUNPOWDER! right at the centre of the plot. You can include 

information on the earliest formula for gunpowder -  saltpetre, coal-dust, and sulphur, which is
a CHEMICAL COCKTAIL OF EXPLOSIVE POWER  when ignited!!!!



Research topics for your story/picture  - 1 - how was gunpowder used in the rennaissance era
– the time of King Henry Eighth? 

2 - How did it's use change as weaponry developed ?? 
3 - Was the use of artillery, and armed cavalry essentially the same all those years later

(1876) when General Custer was marching his men towards Chief Sitting Bull and the united
Sioux nations at the Battle of the Little Big Horn... 

ART PROJECT

Here is a copy of a 50 year old print (left) of
Chief Sitting Bull, A Dakota Plains Indian Holy
Man and Warrior,  – by Mr Skinner (the second

such print, the only other,  is in the classroom),
and here is  the photograph which inspired it,
down below. Please research the life of Chief

Sitting Bull, and the destruction wrought by the
white settlers and westward expansion of the

great midwestern plains in the nineteenth
century. Until then these peoples had lived in a

balanced harmony with the earth and with
'Manitou', the 'Great Spirit'. 

What is the connection? Not just because of
gunpowder, but because today the Native American
Indians are (still) the most likely North American
minority to suffer systemic racial abuse and
injustice, and no reparation can be made for the
genocide that took place in the Americas since
colonisation began. 

How was that colonisation and
genocide carried out? 
Gunpowder again.. 

Sites for research: 
https://www.history.com/topics/native-american-history/battle-of-the-little-bighorn 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zg92dmn/revision/1 

OR https://www.studymode.com/essays/War-From-The-16Th-And-17Th-43927.html 
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